FAQs on Fastening Cement Fiber Board to Steel Studs
What is the difference between a nail and a pin?
A pin is a fastener that is made with a ballistic shaped point and a very specific shank. Special steels and
heat treat hardening are used to make pins. Each type of pin is engineered to work properly in a specific
range of applications. Tensile, Shear, and withdrawal values for pins typically far exceeds nails.

What is a ballistic point?
The point of a pin has been engineered to have the shape of a bullet. This design penetrates the steel by
displacing the steel laterally during the driving process. Unlike drilling and punching, no steel is removed,
so it rebounds to lock the shank of the pin in place. New patent pending point designs all performance in
lighter gauge, higher tensile steels. This exceeds design capabilities.

Do Aerosmith pins hold as well as screws?
Yes. When a panel is loaded to failure, In testing, failures with screws and pins typically occur when
the siding board pulls over the head of the fastener, not by pulling out of the steel stud. VersaPIN pin
heads and #8 drywall (S-12) screw heads are the same size and have similar pull over values. Pull-out
values of pins from studs are many times greater than the pull-over values, and in most cases exceeds
screws.

What is GripShank®?
Gripshank is a special knurling pattern that was developed and patented exclusively by Aerosmith. This
enables our fasteners to have higher holding power than others in thinner light gauge steel studs.

When should I choose Gripshank instead of helical?
Generally, standard helical pins are used in 12 ga to 16 ga applications. GripShank is typically used in 16
ga to 24 ga. applications. GripShank can be used in heavier gauges, but the required driving force is
higher than for helical which may require higher air pressures. Also, by varying gripshank and helical, the
VersaPin system easily accommodates multiple layers (3 to 4) of steel.

Why is centering important?
The Aerosmith ST-4100 tool is the only tool in its class that holds each fastener perpendicular to the
surface being fastened while driving. Tools without centering can lead to fasteners being inserted on an
angle. The head of an angled fastener cannot be flush and will gouge or tear the surface of the gypsum
board, substantially diminishing its holding power. The ST-4100 also uses all fasteners and virtually
eliminates on site waste of fasteners.

How much air pressure do I need ?
An adequate air supply is vital to consistent driving of the pins. The ST-4100 requires a minimum air
pressure of 90 PSI, and some applications require up to 120 PSI. Not only must the compressor provide
a consistent, regulated air pressure, it must also deliver an adequate volume of air to the tool. When
setting up to drive pins, it is always recommended to use more than adequate pressure, then adjust the
tool’s depth of drive to fine tune its performance.

How do I adjust the depth of drive on the ST-4100?
The tool can be adjusted to drive deeper or shallower by rotating the thumbscrew on the side of the tool
by the nose. An illustration of which direction to turn can be found on the side of the black plastic tool
protective cover. If the adjustment is set at the deepest limit and the tool is driving too shallow, increase
the air pressure supplied to the tool and adjust the thumbscrew shallower. This provides for safety and
quality workmanship when on the job.
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How do I determine pin spacing?
Typical pin spacing for cement siding is our fastener/stud location. However, various wind loads may
require different pin spacing. Please refer to the engineering requirements of the job and Aerosmith test
reports, and siding manufacturers recommendations for additional information.

How far should the pin penetrate the steel?
Aerosmith pins are designed to be driven so that a minimum of 5/16” from the tip of the pin protrudes
through the back side of the steel stud.

If I miss the stud while driving a pin, will it go through the board?
The Aerosmith ST-4100 drives each pin to a certain depth, not necessarily with a certain force. Under
normal circumstances, any pin driven into the siding board will not penetrate beyond the surface even if
there is no stud present. However, for safety reasons, only drive pins into locations supported directly by
steel framing members.

The pin head is not driven all the way. Can I finish driving it with a hammer?
The holding power a pin is maximized when it is driven in one, smooth, stroke. If a pin did not seat
completely when driven with a tool, it may driven deeper with a hammer. However, the holding power of
that fastener will be substantially reduced and the connection cannot be considered reliable. After using
a hammer to further set a pin, it is recommended to drive an additional pin 1” - 2” away to assure that the
board is reliably fastened as designed.

Can I countersink the pin head in the siding?
Nearly all the strength of siding board comes from the surface integrity. If the surface is slightly ripped or
torn when all or part of the fastener head is driven too deeply, or if the fastener is not driven straight, the
resistance of the board to pulling-over the fastener is substantially reduced. If this happens, drive an
additional pin 1” - 2” away to assure that the board is fastened securely.

How can I obtain testing and approvals?
Testing and approvals are available online at www.AerosmithFastening.com or from your local Aerosmith
representative.
What other applications can be done with VersaPin®?
VersaPin® can be used to attach plywood, OSB, wood fiber/composite boards, steel to steel, gypsum
exterior sheathing, and furring.
Where can VersaPin be used?
VersaPin® can be used in both residential and commercial cold formed steel framing. Other uses are
wall/panel plants and siding applicators.
Reasons to use VersaPin®
1. Installs 5-7 times faster than screws.
2. Lower applied costs.
3. Tested and approved.
4. Performs equal to screws.
5. User friendly.
6. Has a cool name: “AEROSMITH”
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Can fasteners other than those recognized in the James Hardie NER405 be used?
Yes, Fasteners providing equivalent performance are suitable for use with James Hardie Sidings. James
Hardie Building Products Inc. states their acceptance of “or equivalent” fasteners in both literature and
installation instructions.
How can I establish “Equivalency” ?
The determination of equivalency can be made by a specifier, building code official, or contractor who is
responsible for the product installation. Data used to establish “equivalency” of Aerosmith’s VersaPin®
fasteners is available in specifier Submittal/Substitution Package.
Are cement fiber board siding warranties affected when using an “equivalent” fastener like
VersaPin®?
No, cement fiber board manufacturers typically warrant their product, the siding, and not the fastener.
Neither a listed or “equivalent” fastener would be warranted by the siding manufacturer under this
determination.
Copies of recent James Hardie and CertainTeed warranties, including company contact information are
included in the submittal package.

